INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL
CULTURAL LANDSCAPE AND HERITAGE SKILLS
20-28 June 2018_Lizori, Campello sul Clitunno

20 JUNE: ARRIVAL IN LIZORI
PM (17:00) Kick off and orientation meeting, the case of Lizori.
Introduction to the programme, expected outcomes and working assignments
Welcome party

21 JUNE: TOUR IN NORCIA. RESILIENCE IN PRACTICE
AM (09:00) Introduction to Norcia, Walking and drawing
Lunch break
PM Understanding Resilience

22 JUNE: PLACEMAKING AND PATTERN LANGUAGE
AM (09:00) Studio Assignment: A pattern language
Lunch break
PM Field Assignment: Morphology versus typology

23 JUNE: DIGITAL HERITAGE AND THE CLASSICAL LEXICON
AM (09:00) Introduction to classical architecture and digital heritage tools
AM Studio Assignment: Digital heritage skills
Lunch break
PM Field Assignment: Measured drawing of the Temple of Clitumnus

24 JUNE: DIGITAL HERITAGE AND THE CLASSICAL LEXICON
AM (09:00) Measured drawing, digital heritage skills
AM Studio Assignment: Representation of the Temple of Clitumnus
Lunch break
PM Studio Assignment: Representation of the Temple of Clitumnus, Presentation drawings

25 JUNE: TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE, PATTERN LANGUAGE
AM (09:00) Introduction to traditional architecture: the Codice of Lizori (pattern book)
AM Field Assignment: Graphic study of urban patterns, building typologies and landscape patterns
Lunch break
PM Studio Assignment: Review

26 JUNE: TOUR IN ASSISI. THE MAKING OF BEAUTY
AM (09:00) Open Conference on Cultural Landscape and the making of Beauty
Lunch break
Introduction to Assisi, Walking and drawing

27 JUNE: TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING SKILLS AND PRACTICES
AM (09:00) Studio Assignment: Review
Lunch break
PM Studio Assignment: Review
Evening: Farewell party

28 JUNE: FINAL REVIEW AND PUBLIC PRESENTATION
AM (09:00) Final review and Public Presentation
Lunch and Departure